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Master List to Oswald as Sole Suspect 

Supplement 

1. Belmont to Tolson 11/22/’63 62-109060-284. . ._He notes in conversation 

w/Shanklin that Shanklin commented that most of the SS agents left with 

AF-1 and AF-2 and that the “Secret Service does not appear to be doing 

much. ...” No time attached to this memo. . .But Belmont gives ordersto 

Shanklin to undertake an investigation into the evidence. . . .|t seems clear 

that the FBI was in the process of taking over the investigation .. Was this 

before AF-1 landed at Andrews AF base??? 

. Spezr on Given’s account (after he was ‘reached” by Revill/cops) to change 

his story about Oswald on 6" floor. . .(Check Givens w/Meagher)... 

. Hersh no. 412 cites Oswald as FBI asset. . .(! did not cite a Hoover note on 

an BI doc. “Was Oswald ever an FBI informant?”.... 

. Hal on Decker and the transfer of Oswald to the City Jail. . . (source Hal’s 

files on Decker). . .But he cites sources: Exhibit 5321 on p.452 of Vol.XIX. 

Decker said first knew of transfer from a member of the press. ..... Notes 

that both he and the DPD :knew that Oswald was a ‘hot potato.” Then why 

not transfer him from the Dallas CityJail to the County Jail in the wee hours 

of 1:./24 and not near high noon???? There was the warning of 100 

vigilantes who threatened to take Oswald and hang him/. / p. 19 Decker 

recounts the calls to his office threatening the life of Oswald. ... anda 2" 

call w/ threat. . that same early morning of 11/24. . 

. Key Doc. *** Director to SAC, Dallas and SAC, Houston 11/23/’63 62- 

1090600-515 notes that Paul Ebersole of AEC called to alert FBI to take 

Oswald’s shirt he was arrested in and have it submitted to NAA to 

determine if he fired a rifle. . . .Fritz reportedly refused the offer stating 

that “the case s wrapped up without this evidence.” 

Earl Golz piece in Dallas Morning News 11/27/78 revolves around Bronson 

film... .the dismissal by FBI over the assassination weekend and *** adds



Caroyin Arnold on the 2™ floor lunchroom as she left the building at 12:25 

p.m. 
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7.Hoover phone call to RFK on 11/22 at 4:01 p.m. EST... .remarking re: 

Oswald “. . .had Communist leanings” He went to Russia and “went to Cuba 

on several occasions. . . “ 

8. Note Polls show (2003) that 75% of Americans do not believe that 

Oswald acted alone.” Source: Lydia Saad, November 21, 2003) article 

“Americans: Kennedy Assassination a Conspiracy,” Gallup, Inc. 

9. DiEugenio on Bugs and Dallas Cops. .. .5 pages of good stuff. . . 

10. Dallas Police Record showing that on 11/22 Oswald at 1:40 p.m. was 

not only arrested but report has him responsiible for the shooting of JFK. 

11. Griggs “No Case To Answer” notes that Brennan may never have been 

used to stand fora line up. ..See pp.90-95. 

12. Fritz admits he had no training in forensics .. .WC, Vol. 4, p.203. . .play 

this along with the allegation (can’t be true) that DPD had no tape 

recorders..... 

13. 3 references from DiEugenio that are material for this Sole Suspect 

material. .. 

14. Meagher’s critic of the WC in areas of (1) motive (2) taking of notes at 

least otherwise how to explain the detailed accounts eg Kelley of Oswald, 

et al. . .p. 16 the chicken bones and Bonnie Ray Williams account. . .She 

ends w/ Brenan and Markham... 

15. As stated.... 

16. (supra 14) New York Police Department to Hoover (6:37 PM) on 

11/22/’63 that fecal exams for trace of chicken be administered to Oswald 

and all suspects. .. .| think the FBI had this done on Oswald. . . 

17. Document that shows SS recorded an interview on tape at DPD Hgers 

during the questioning of Oswald... .***** Key. | need to locate this 

document.



18. Note to check Wrone on Brennan’s eyesight. .. MASTER LIST TO SOLE 
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19. a PAGE FROM Speer’s Chpt. 3 The Whitewash..... There is a lead here 

re: about WC/FBI all atwitter about the European (foreign press) skepticism 

about the official solution to the JFK killing. .. .refusal to believe that JFK 

was the victim of a lunatic loner. . . .| have files w/ detail on this someplace 

3**** | nee3d to connect... 

20.***** Director to ATT. Gen. 11/25/’63 62-109060-7 (section 1) Hoover 

turns over to Katzenbach FBI inquiry to JFK assassination. . .(Oswald did it 

and he acted alone???). .. Oswald was dead/no trial and examination of 

the evidence, etc... 

21. For more on Molina if needed. . . .see 62-109060-2720-EBF 

22. FBI awareness of things about Oswald or his “imposters, 1960-1961). | 

have folder on False Oswalds. . . .l can work this in. . . 

Notes for Oswald as Sole Suspect from AF-1 files 

Major docs | want to cite: Correct cite for Teddy White’s volume. | want to 

cite the Salinger ‘s on time of news of JFK’s death and his assailant. Same 

interest w/ the Cabinet plane with Dean Rusk. . . .and his assistant secretary 

of state w/ description and naming of the assailant at 12:45 (circa) CST as 

Lee Harvey Oswald. 

| will need to cite Inspector Sawyer’s report on the shooter from “unknown 

source” ... having “Oswald” or shooter w/ same vital stats as “Lee Henry 

Oswald” in the CIA’s Counterintelligence shop run by Angleton (need to 

check back with.... 

Clay’s cite of a contact from 112 Intelligence Group from San Antonio just 

before the first shot. ... Was this the source of Sawyer’s information that 

he was unable to identify???? 

Source: Gerald S and Deborah H. Strober, “Let Us Begin Anew,” An Oral 

History of the Kennedy Presidency, HarperCollins Publishers, 1993 (pp, 450-
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451 Robert Manning was Assistant Secretary of State for public 

affairs..News of shooting came across the radio. With that Rusk got on the 

radio with the White House Situation Room... . after learning of JFK”s 

death “the news came that someone named Oswald who had been in the 

Soviet Union had done this.” No mention here of the time this message was 

received. | think Salinger’s account may have the time (CST) at about 12:45. 

. .“**need to check (see my essay for Keenan ms. 

Need to add Teddy White’s account. . . and get it correct. Also Salinger 

account if | can find (time was given, | believe). . .


